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Who we are?

The number one
self development 
podcast in Romania*

*Based on data gathered from the launch on 
Nov 1st 2019 until today.



Why audio?

*We chose to develop Mind Architect as a mostly audio 
resource, because the format brings a series of benefits

audio helps you learn anytime, anywhere, in 
a world where continuous learning is 

mandatory, but time is limited

audio allows you to learn while doing 
another useful activity (ex: sports, cooking, 

walking through nature, whatever makes 
you happy)



Our impact
What does our community say?
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We grew our team
and also our community

Email Subscribers

Social Media community

* above data, by July  2023

87000 + people follow
our Facebook page+21000

+267000

121000+ followers on 
our Instagram page

13500+ Facebook 
group Mind Architect 
by Paul Olteanu

44500+ followers on 
our LinkedIn page

We built a very active 
Social Media 
Community, that is 
constantly growing 
and actively giving us 
feedback 



YouTube channel

* above data, by July  2023

With the podcast 
gaining a bigger and 
stronger audience, 
with the start of 
Season 3, we 
launched our
YouTube channel.

9.7 mil views

185.000 subscribers

2.3 mil watchtime hours

Here is how it grew



meet
our community



Meet our community
Who are they

Our community is mainly formed of young 
professionals and entrepreneurs coming 
from a variety of professional fields, all of 
them having a common interest for 
learning, growing and self-development.

They are preoccupied in learning more about 
their behaviours, communicating more efficiently 
with their peers and they are engaged in their 
relationship with Mind Architect. 



Meet our community
Who are they

They are a balanced group, with the age peak being placed at 28-34 yo closely followed by
the 35-44 yo segment. There is a slightly higher percentage of female listeners, the

difference being male and female being of 12%



MindArchitect.ro



What it is

Mind Architect.ro
is a learning ecosystem 
continuously updating, 

where people can develop 
themselves and their 

teams

Brain Food 
compilations of short 

chapters curated as playlists 
and addressing a central

subject

Book Espresso
15 minutes audio materials with 
highlights from the most relevant 
books in the neuroscience & 
communication universe

M.A. Talks 
episodes featuring special guests 

from which we want to learn, to 
understand their mindset and their 

life learnings

Couch Talks 
Q&A sessions with questions from the
community addressing therapeutical
topics and therapy sessions discussed 
from a neuroscience and a psychological 
stand point

Mind Snacks
applied theory, examples to better 

explain concepts presented in podcast 
episodes, popular or new case studies 

and scientific experiments about 
neuroscience explained

Mind Architect Live
live video sessions where 
people can ask the Mind 
Architect hosts questions 



In Mind Architect’s format, we will focus on a series of Development Topics that 
will allow our community to improve both their professional and personal lives. 

Neuroscience 
Fundamentals
discover core concepts about 
how your brain works and learn 
to better manage the most 
performant mechanism in the 
known Universe Communication

explore the power of words in 
private conversations and public 
discourse and discover how they 
build the life scenarios you later 
end up living

Cognitive Performance
neuroscience and psychology of 
performance, mindset, small and 
constant steps that make the big 
difference

Career & Professional 
life
career orientation, negotiation, 
leadership, management, 
difficult conversations, team 
dynamic and organizational 
culture 

Happiness & 
Wellbeing
physical, psychological and 
emotional health, personal 
development, what matters 
most and how to live with 
meaning

Social Phenomena
fake news, generational differences, 
conspiracy theories, family holidays, 
COVID19 pandemics, day to day 
phenomena that challenge us and how 
to better manage them 
Experiments & 
Case studies
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Development Topics we focus on

Psychology & 
Psychotherapy
observe how your interior life is 
organized and identify what lays 
behind emotions, thoughts and 
behaviors

Self-Knowledge
find out how your temper, personality, 
genetics and early life experiences, 
also education, culture and 
environment all contribute to who you 
are and what are your predispositions 
and learn to profit off of it 

Relationships
understand your needs and of 
those around you and learn 
how to cultivate healthy and 
lasting relationships 



Users can choose to browse through a specific type of product or filtered by their 
topic of interest.

MindArchitect.ro Look & Feel



Mind Architect
for your company

Below are the costs of yearly subscriptions for the following packages: 

2 - 100 employees – 77.00 EUR /user/year 
for monthly subscriptions, the cost is 7.00 EUR /user /month

101 - 500 employees – 66.00 EUR /user/year
for monthly subscriptions, the cost is 6.00 EUR /user/month

501 - 1000 employees – 55.00 EUR /user/year
for monthly subscriptions, the cost is 5.00 EUR /user/month

*the costs above do not include VAT



Thank you


